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PREFACE
The pay Direct-to-Home (DTH) TV services in India started gaining momentum
from 2006 onwards. With the entry of new DTH service providers, there has been a rapid
growth in the number of subscribers using DTH services. At present there are five pay
DTH service providers providing services to more than ten million subscribers.

To provide a conducive environment for growth to this new delivery platform,
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India has issued an amendment to the Interconnection
Regulation on 4th September 2007. This amendment provides for publishing reference
interconnection offers (RIO) and compulsory offering of all the pay channels on a-lacarte basis by the broadcasters. To safeguard the interests of the DTH subscribers, TRAI
has also issued a quality of service regulation for DTH service on 31st August, 2007.

On the tariff side, no explicit tariff regulation has been formally provided by TRAI
so far for DTH services. However, on the basis of a general consensus which emerged
during the course of interactive discussions with the broadcasters, a press advisory was
issued on 18th April, 2008 which essentially provides that the broadcasters will provide
their channels to the DTH operators at 50% of the rates at which these bouquets and
channels are being offered to the non-CAS cable TV platform.

There has been a request from the DTH service providers for wholesale tariff
regulation for DTH services. On a petition filed by one of the DTH operators, Hon’ble
Punjab and Haryana High Court has also asked TRAI to consider and decide on the
representation of this DTH operator regarding fixing DTH input cost.

Further, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Government of India has
recently requested TRAI to give its recommendations on some of the issues which have
come up for their consideration and the Authority feels that those issues also need
consultation before any recommendations are made to the Government by the Authority .
These issues include provisioning of value added services like Movie on Demand, Video
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on Demand and Pay Per View by DTH operator; carrying of radio channels on DTH
platform and certain emerging new business models in DTH services. The consultation
paper has raised these issues as well as the tariff related issues relating to DTH services.
Comments of all the stakeholders on the issues raised in the consultation paper are
invited.
The Authority has requested for written responses from all the stakeholders by 30th
March, 2009. For further clarification, stakeholders can get in touch with Shri R.N.
Choubey, Principal Advisor (B&CS) on tel no 011-23231509. Submission in electronic
form at e mail bcs@trai.gov.in or traicable@yahoo.co.in will be highly appreciated.

(Nripendra Misra)
Chairman, TRAI
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

1.1

The powers and functions of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of

India (TRAI) are listed in section 11 of the Telecom Regulatory Authority
of India Act, 1997. The functions of the Authority, inter alia, include
ensuring technical compatibility and effective inter-connection between
different service providers, regulation of arrangements amongst service
providers

for

sharing

their

revenue

derived

from

providing

telecommunication services, laying down the standards of quality of
service to be provided by the service providers and notifying in the
Official Gazette the rates at which the telecommunication services are to
be provided within India and outside India.
1.2

The Government of India issued a notification dated 9th January,

2004, in exercise of the powers conferred upon it under clause (d) of subsection (1) of section 11 and proviso to clause (k) of sub section (1) of
section 2 of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Act, 1997, and
notified

“broadcasting

services”

and

“cable

services”

as

“telecommunication services”. The notification dated 9th January, 2004
cast the responsibility of regulation of broadcasting and cable services
upon the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India.
1.3

The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India began regulation of the

broadcasting and cable services sector by issuing various regulations
and tariff orders. The tariff orders issued by the Authority for regulation
of tariff for cable TV services in non-CAS areas and CAS areas are
discussed in Chapter II of this Consultation Paper.
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1.4

The issue of regulation of tariff for DTH services was examined by

the Authority in its consultation paper on “Issues Relating to DTH” dated
March 2, 2007. The Authority had, at that time, decided against
regulation of tariff for DTH services for various reasons enumerated in
that Consultation Paper. The views of the Authority as reflected in the
said consultation paper on issues relating to DTH dated March 2, 2007
are at Annexure – I to this consultation paper. On the issue of regulating
the wholesale tariffs of pay channels payable by DTH operators to
broadcasters/ distributors and the retail tariffs applicable to the end
consumer for such channels, it was stated in the said consultation paper
dated March 2, 2007, that the, “…. Need for regulating the wholesale and
retail tariffs is to be viewed in the context of the competitive environment
prevalent in the market, the industry structure, the present levels of
penetration of the service, future potential for penetration in rural and
remote areas where the incumbent cable service is yet to reach such
areas, etc.”.
It was also stated in the said consultation paper that, “…
the retails tariffs payable by the consumers is invariably linked to
wholesale tariffs payable by the DTH operators to the broadcasters/
distributors. DTH platform by virtue of being inherently an addressable
system, competitive play of market forces are likely to lead to discovery of
efficient prices in the market in the interest of all stakeholders. To what
extent this will become a reality particularly in non-CAS areas will
depend upon the pace of penetration of DTH services…”.

The said

consultation paper also mentioned that, “… the Authority can intervene
at any point of time against any retail tariff of DTH operators in any part
of the country if such tariff packages are found to be not consumer
friendly or are not transparent in the offer. Till such time and till the
impact of the roll out of CAS can be assessed, it would be premature to
initiate the consultation process on DTH tariff issues both at the retail
level as well as the wholesale level…”.
2

1.5

Sometime in October, 2007 M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. filed a Writ Petition

in the Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court in Chandigarh, amongst
others, against TRAI and M/s. Zee Turner Ltd. in respect of the ETC.
Punjabi channel being distributed by M/s. Zee Turner Ltd. Amongst
others, relief had also been sought against TRAI seeking a of a direction
to TRAI to ensure level playing field conditions including fixing content
tariffs for DTH and to ensure that similarly placed systems, namely CAS
and DTH are treated equally. In the “Grounds” of the said Writ Petition,
amongst others, it was stated, by M/s Tata Sky Ltd. that, “… the key
regulatory objectives is to ensure Level playing field conditions between
two similarly placed platforms – DTH and CAS. DTH is an addressable
platform which has to be treated at par with Conditional Access System
(CAS) as both are addressable platforms with striking similarities..”. It
was also mentioned in the Grounds raised in the said writ petition that,
“…. The failure of the regulator to determine and fix DTH/content pricing
has a direct bearing on consumers and subscribers of the DTH
platform..”

In the Writ Petition, it was prayed, amongst others, that,

“… pass a writ, order or direction … to the respondent Authority to
forthwith … ensure level playing field conditions including fixing content
tariffs for DTH…”.

A copy of the said Writ Petition is annexed as

Annexure-II to this Consultation Paper.
1.6

The Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court vide its order dated

March 11, 2008 directed that, “…on an application moved before the
TRAI by the petitioners within a week, it shall apply its mind with regard
to price fixation ….. within a period of eight weeks…”.

M/s. Tata Sky

Ltd. filed a representation dated 18th March, 2008 with TRAI and the
same was decided by the Authority vide order dated May 12, 2008. In
the order dated May 12, 2008 of the TRAI, it was stated that the
representation dated March 18, 2008 submitted by M/s Tata Sky Ltd.
3

was devoid of merit and required no action by the Authority on the
requests contained in it on the grounds that:a)

the

Reference

Interconnect

Offers

(RIO)

published

by

broadcasters in pursuance to the provisions of the Telecommunication
(Broadcasting and Cable Services) Interconnection (Fourth Amendment)
Regulation, 2007 (9 of 2007), had been received, in the meanwhile, by
the Authority which was followed by the Authority by interactive
discussions with the broadcasters of pay channels on the issues of rates
and packaging of channels being offered by them for Direct To Home
Platform;
b)

during

the

course

of

these

discussions

with

the

broadcasters, a general consensus emerged on the composition of
bouquets and pricing of a-la-carte channels and bouquets, and, as per
this consensus, the broadcasters agreed to offer the same bouquets to
the DTH operators as were being offered by them for non-CAS cable
distribution. In addition, they were free to offer additional bouquets and
that the rates of bouquets and a-la-carte rates of pay channels so offered
to the DTH operators will broadly be in consonance with the TDSAT’s
judgment dated the 31st March, 2007 in petition no. 189(C) of 2006 and
judgment dated 14th July, 2006 in petition no. 136(C) of 2006 wherein
the rates were to be fifty per cent of the rates at which these bouquets/
channels are being offered by them for non-CAS cable distribution, i.e.,
non-addressable platform and that all bouquet rates and the a-la-carte
rates were also to satisfy the provisions of the aforesaid Interconnection
regulations;
c) to facilitate the implementation of the consensus reached in the
interactive discussions, as mentioned in the above paragraph, the
Authority released two `Information notes to the Press’ (Press Release
Nos.38/2008 and 39/2008) on April 18, 2008 and the same were also
placed on the website of the Authority. The Press Release number 39, in
4

addition to what had been mentioned about consensus reached during
the interactive discussions, as mentioned in the above sub-paragraph,
stated that, “….The a-la-carte rates and bouquet rates of pay channels,
as reported by the broadcasters for cable TV operations in non-CAS area
have also been put up on the website of the Authority today (i.e. on April
18, 2008). It is expected that the above will facilitate and expedite the
conclusion of interconnection agreements among the broadcasters and
DTH operators….”.
It was further stated by the Authority in the said order that the
Authority has made sincere efforts to address the grievances of M/s Tata
Sky Ltd. and, indeed, the concern of M/s Tata Sky Ltd. relating to
regulating the manner and the wholesale prices at which broadcasters
will offer their channels had been addressed in full by the actions of the
Authority. It was also held that in view of the rates and packaging of
channels as indicated in the press release numbers 38 and 39 dated
April 18, 2008, of the Authority, the rates mentioned in paragraphs 8
and 10 of the representation of M/s Tata Sky Ltd. had no relevance.
1.7

Dissatisfied with the Authority’s order dated May 12, 2008, M/s.

Tata Sky Ltd. filed a Misc. Petition before the Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana
High Court alleging that the order dated May 12, 2008 was merely
rejection of the representation of the petitioners and not an order
regarding fixing of price within the meaning of Section 11(2) of the TRAI
Act, 1997 with regard to the price of the DTH Industry. The Hon’ble
Punjab & Haryana High Court passed final judgment in the case on the
21st August, 2008 directing “…the petitioners to file fresh comprehensive
representation before the TRAI within ten days from today and an
appropriate order, as envisaged under Section 11(2) of the TRAI Act shall
be passed by the competent authority within a period of six weeks
thereafter. Before passing the said order, the competent authority shall
5

afford an opportunity of hearing the petitioners and all other affected
parties…”. A copy of the judgment dated 21st August, 2008 passed by
Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court is annexed as Annexure – III to
this Consultation Paper.
1.8

However, instead of filing a fresh comprehensive representation

before the TRAI as directed by the Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High
Court, M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. filed a Civil Miscellaneous Application under
section 151 of Code of Civil Procedure for clarification of the order dated
21st August, 2008 before the Hon’ble High Court of Punjab & Haryana at
Chandigarh. In the said application a prayer was made to clarify that in
para 4 of the order dated 21.8.08 the submission of the counsel for
petitioner was with regard to fixing DTH content prices/ the input
content cost for the DTH industry. A prayer was also made to the Hon’ble
Punjab & Haryana High Court for directing the respondent Authority
(TRAI) to fix DTH content prices/ the input content cost by way of a tariff
order under S. 11(2) of the TRAI Act, 1997.
1.9

The Civil Miscellaneous Application was disposed of by the Hon’ble

Punjab & Haryana High Court on 9th December, 2008 with a direction
that “…in case the petitioners file a comprehensive representation before
the TRAI within two weeks from today, the respondents shall decide the
same within a period of six weeks thereafter and while deciding the
representation, all aspects as raised in the present writ petition as also in
the representation would be considered by the competent authority.” A
copy of the order passed by Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court on 9th
December 2008 is annexed as Annexure – IV to this Consultation Paper.
The Hon’ble High Court has not directed TRAI to specifically issue a
Tariff Order for DTH platform. It is significant to note here that Hon’ble
High court has in its judgment dated August 21, 2008 directed the TRAI
to pass an appropriate order as envisaged under Section 11(2) of the TRAI
6

Act, and in its subsequent order dated December 9, 2008 again directed
the Authority to decide the representation of the petitioner within six
week, in case the petitioner filed a comprehensive representation before
it. The submission of the TRAI was that TRAI, while issuing regulatory
orders and directions, exercises its powers of subordinate legislation
under TRAI Act.
1.10 Following this, on 23rd December, 2008, M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. once
again filed a copy of their earlier representation dated 18th March, 2008
and requested the Authority for treating the same as a fresh
representation in the context of the above order of the Hon’ble High
Court.

The representation was considered by the Authority and the

Authority came to the conclusion that taking an appropriate decision
under Section 11(2) of the TRAI Act regarding regulation of Tariff for DTH
services would affect a large number of parties including other DTH
operators, all the pay channel broadcasters, all the MSOs and cable
operators (who are directly competing with the DTH operators for same
set of subscribers), and all the subscribers (who have to pay for the DTH
and/ or the cable TV services). The judgment dated 21st August 2008 of
Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court has also directed the Authority to
“…afford an opportunity of hearing the petitioners and all other affected
parties.” Further, sub-section (4) of section 11 of the Telecom Regulatory
Authority

of

India

Act,

1997

requires

the

Authority

to

ensure

transparency while exercising its powers and discharging its functions.
1.11

The Authority has accordingly decided to go through a formal

consultation process by issue of the present consultation paper in order
to comply with the directions of Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court as
recorded in the judgment dated 21st August, 2008, in the Civil Writ
Petition No. 16097 of 2007 directing the respondent Authority to
“…afford an opportunity of hearing the petitioners and all other affected
7

parties.” and the statutory requirement of ensuring transparency while
exercising its powers and discharging its functions. The Consultation
Paper will be followed by Open House Discussions in order to afford
widest possible opportunity of hearing to all the affected parties.
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CHAPTER II: TARIFF REGULATION FOR BROADCASTING
& CABLE SERVICES
2.1

Since both DTH as well as cable TV are competing platforms

delivering the same service, it would be useful to briefly recount the tariff
and interconnection regimes existing on cable TV side, so that
discussions on DTH tariff can be put in proper perspective.

As

mentioned in the previous chapter, the Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India has been given the responsibility to regulate tariff for Broadcasting
& Cable Services. The power to regulate tariff includes power to forbear,
the power to prescribe tariff ceilings and/ or floor tariffs and also the
power to freeze tariff. At the time of issue of notification dated 9th
January, 2004 which notified “broadcasting services” and “cable
services” as “telecommunication services”, there were no standard rates
at which services were provided by the cable operators to the
subscribers. To bring some certainty in the rates prevailing for cable TV
services, it was considered necessary by the Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India to intervene in the matter. Accordingly, the Authority
issued a Tariff Order on 15th January, 2004 in which the charges being
paid by the cable subscribers to cable operators, by the cable operators
to multi system operators and by multi system operators to broadcasters,
as on the reference date of 26th December 2003 with respect to both
free-to-air channels and pay channels were made into ceilings beyond
which amounts could not be charged.
2.2

A comprehensive self-contained Tariff Order was issued by the

Authority on 1.10.2004. The Tariff Order preserved the sanctity of the
ceiling prescribed by the earlier tariff order dated 15.1.2004 to protect
the interests of consumers. The Tariff Order also provided for variation in
the ceiling in the case of introduction of new pay channels/ conversion of
FTA channels to pay channels/ reduction in the number of channels that
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were shown as on 26.12.2003. Price of new pay channels/ reduction in
ceiling on account of dropping of channels was to be with reference to
rates of similar channels prevailing on 26.12.2003.
2.3

The Tariff Order dated 1.10.2004 was amended on 4th October,

2007. This amendment shifted the reference date for tariff from
26.12.2003 to 1.12.2007.

In addition, specific consumer level ceilings

were also prescribed based on the number of channels for different
categories of cities, towns and habitations. The Broadcasters were
required to provide all their channels on a-la-carte basis to the multi
system operators (MSOs)/ independent cable operators. However, the
said Tariff Amendment Order dated 4th October, 2007 has been set aside
recently by the Hon’ble TDSAT vide their judgment dated 15th January,
2009 in appeals No. 10 (C) of 2007, 11(C) of 2007, 12(C) of 2007, 13(C) of
2007 and 15(C) of 2007. TRAI has now moved Hon’ble Supreme Court
by way of an appeal against the Hon’ble TDSAT’s judgment. The Hon’ble
Supreme Court has on 12.02.2009 ordered “status quo”.
2.4

The Authority issued a tariff order for CAS areas on 31st August,

2006. The key feature of the Tariff Order for CAS areas was that on one
hand the Tariff Order fixed the ceilings for pricing of channels (both for
pay channels as well as for FTA channels in the Basic service tier) and on
the other hand it prescribed Standard Tariff Packages for renting of Set
Top Boxes. The ceiling for Basic Service Tier, comprising of at least 30
FTA channels, was fixed at Rs. 77/- p.m. (excluding taxes) and the
ceiling for maximum retail price of Pay Channels was fixed at Rs. 5/- per
channel per subscriber per month with the stipulation that channels
should be made available to subscribers on a-la-carte basis. Two options
in the standard tariff package for renting of Set Top Boxes were
prescribed - one with a refundable security deposit of Rs. 999/- with a
monthly rental of Rs. 30/- and the other with a refundable security
10

deposit of Rs. 250/- and monthly rental of Rs. 45/-. The tariff order
required every multi system operator / cable operator in a CAS area to
compulsorily offer to the subscribers both Option I and Option II of the
standard tariff package.
2.5

The Authority has amended the tariff order for CAS areas on 26th

December 2008 and revised the ceilings for pricing of content (both for
pay channels as well as for FTA channels) and the Standard Tariff
Packages have also been modified. Other terms and conditions have not
been amended. The revised ceiling for FTA channels in the Basic Service
Tier is Rs. 82/- and the revised ceiling for maximum retail price of Pay
Channels is Rs. 5.35 per channel per subscriber per month. The two
revised options in the standard tariff package for renting of Set Top
Boxes are - one with a refundable security deposit of Rs. 750/- with a
monthly rental of Rs. 22/- and the other one with a refundable security
deposit of Rs. 200/- and monthly rental of Rs. 34/-.
2.6

A common Interconnection Regulation for all distribution platforms

for television channels had been issued by the Authority on 10th
December 2004. The Interconnection Regulation was amended on 24th
August 2006 to provide for Standard Interconnect Agreements for CAS
areas. The standard interconnect agreements for CAS areas also
prescribed the revenue sharing mechanism for the distribution chain
comprising of broadcaster, multi system operator and local cable
operator. The revenue sharing mechanism laid down in the standard
interconnect agreements is intimately linked with the tariff order for CAS
Areas. Broadly speaking, the revenue sharing mechanism for CAS areas
covering different revenue streams is as under:Revenue Stream

Share of
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Share of

Share of

Broadcaster

MSO

LCO

45%

30%

25%

Basic Service Tier Fee

-

-

100%

Carriage Fee

-

100%

-

100%

-

-

Pay Channels Subscription

Advertisement Revenue
2.7

The Interconnection Regulation was again amended on 4th

September, 2006 to provide for making it mandatory for broadcasters to
publish their Reference Interconnect Offers (RIOs) for non addressable
systems. The Regulation was last amended on 3rd September, 2007 to
expand the scope of provisions for RIO to cover RIO for DTH operators
also. The Broadcasters are presently required to publish Reference
Interconnect Offers (RIO) for Direct to Home (DTH) service specifying,
inter-alia, the technical and commercial terms and conditions for
interconnection for the direct to home platform, including the following
terms and conditions, namely:(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
2.8

rates of the channels on a-la-carte basis and the rates of
bouquets offered by the broadcaster to the direct to home
operator;
details of discounts, if any;
payment terms;
security and anti-piracy requirements;
subscriber reports based on subscriber management system
and audit;
tenure of agreement;
termination of agreements.

Offering of all channels to DTH operators on a-la-carte basis has

been made compulsory for broadcasters and the broadcasters have been
prohibited from compelling any DTH operator to offer the entire bouquet
or bouquets in any specific package or scheme. The regulation also
provides that the bouquet and a-la-carte prices of the channels should
satisfy the specified twin conditions to prevent perverse pricing.
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Moreover, the DTH operators are permitted to repackage channels taken
as a bouquet.
2.9

The regulation further provides that the Authority may direct any

broadcaster to modify its Reference Interconnect Offer (RIO) if the
Authority is of the opinion that the Reference Interconnect Offer (RIO)
published by any broadcaster requires modifications so as to protect the
interests of service providers/ consumers, to promote or ensure orderly
growth of the sector or if the RIO has not been prepared in accordance
with the provisions of the regulations. There is no expectation of prior
approval.
2.10 The Broadcasters issued their RIOs for DTH service in compliance
of the amended interconnection regulations towards the end of February
2008. However, the DTH operators were not satisfied with the rates
offered by the Broadcasters as well as the terms and conditions
mentioned in the RIOs for DTH service. Therefore, the DTH operators
approached the Authority requesting for its intervention. After the
problems relating to the RIOs of Broadcasters for DTH operators were
brought to the notice of the Authority, the Authority held interactive
discussions with the broadcasters of pay channels in the context of rates
and packaging of channels being offered by them for DTH Platform.
Thereafter, the Authority issued a Press Release on April 18, 2008
outlining the broad consensus that emerged during the meetings with
the broadcasters. The relevant extracts from the Press Release are
reproduced below:The Broadcasters will offer the same bouquets to the DTH operators
as are being offered by them for non-CAS cable distribution. In
addition, they are free to offer additional bouquets. The rates of
bouquets and a-la-carte rates of pay channels so offered to the DTH
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operators will broadly be in consonance with the TDSAT’s judgment
dated 31st March, 2007 in petition no. 189(C) of 2006 and judgment
dated 14th July, 2006 in petition no. 136(C) of 2006 wherein the
rates were to be fifty per cent. of the rates at which these bouquets/
channels are being offered by them for non-CAS cable distribution
i.e. non-addressable platform.
2.11 As a result of this initiative, all the pay channel broadcasters,
except two, offered their channels in the manner outlined in the said
Press Release. The Authority had to issue directions to the remaining
two broadcasters to modify their Reference Interconnect Offers as the
Authority was of the opinion that their RIOs required modifications so as
to comply with the norm laid down by the Hon’ble TDSAT (in its
judgment dated the 31st March, 2007 in petition no. 189(C) of 2006 and
its judgment dated the 14th July, 2006 in petition no. 136(C) of 2006)
wherein the rates for DTH platforms were to be fifty per cent. of the rates
at which the bouquets/ channels were being offered for non-CAS cable
distribution and to protect the interests of service providers and
consumers of the broadcasting sector and cable sector, and to promote
and ensure orderly growth of the broadcasting sector and cable sector.
Thus as on date, the RIOs issued by all the broadcasters for DTH service
are now in line with the general consensus reflected in the Press Release
mentioned above.

2.12

In paragraphs 2.10 and 2.11 above, a reference to Hon’ble TDSAT

judgment dated 14th July, 2006 passed in the petition no.136 (C) of 2006
and judgment dated 31st March, 2007 passed in the petition no.189 (C)
of 2006 has been made. For ease of reference, relevant extracts of the
operative part of these two judgments are reproduced below:-
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a) Petition no.136 (C) of 2006 (ASC Enterprises Limited Vs. Star India
Private Limited)

“…..3.2

Rates to be charged by the broadcaster from the DTH

operator for supply of TV signals:

xxxxxxxxxxx ……. We have no basis to lay down the actual
rates per channel which we feel is the prerogative of the TRAI. However,
to begin with we feel that 50 per cent of the rates being charged for cable
platform be made applicable to DTH platform. In the instant case for
both the bouquets we therefore, direct the respondent to make available
all the channels to the petitioner at a rate not more than Rs.27/- per
subscriber exclusive of taxes. Respondent is at liberty to introduce slab
rate or give volume discount to the petitioner subject to maximum rate of
Rs.27/- per subscriber. …”.
b)

Petition no.189 (C) of 2006 (Tata Sky Limited Vs. Zee Turner Limited

and Others)
“…In the judgment dated 14th July 2006 this Tribunal had fixed a norm
in the interim till price fixation is done by TRAI, that broadcaster will
charge the DTH operator 50% of its listed price for cable platform. For
the present we would like to continue with the said norm …”
2.13 Impact on DTH of setting aside TRAI’s non-CAS Tariff
amendment order dated 04.10.2007 by Hon’ble TDSAT :
TRAI had issued an amendment order dated 04.10.2007 for the
non-CAS areas. This amendment order, eighth in the series of the second
Tariff Order of 2004, revised the reference date of the initial Tariff Order
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from 26.12.2003 to 01.12.2007. The amendment dated 04.10.2007 was
set aside by Hon’ble TDSAT on dated 15.01.2009. Thereafter, TRAI has
submitted an appeal on the same matter to the Hon’ble Supreme Court.
Henceforth, the matter is currently under the jurisprudence of the
Hon’ble Supreme Court.
a). The tariff amendment order dated 04.10.2008 mandated broadcasters
to offer their channels on a-la-carte basis in non-CAS Cable services and
declare the bouquet rates as well as their a-la-carte rates as on
01.12.2007 for their channels for non-CAS areas. Subsequently after
arriving at general consensus with the broadcasters, all the available (as
on 01.12.2007) bouquets and a-la-carte channels for non-CAS areas
were being made available to DTH operators at 50% rate of such nonCAS bouquet rates and a-la-carte rates by the broadcasters for DTH
platform. Accordingly, all the broadcasters have provided their Reference
Interconnection Offers for DTH platform with 50% of non-CAS a-la-carte
rates and bouquet rates to DTH operators. Now, in the absence of
impugned tariff amendment order, the non-CAS a-la-carte rates of
channels will not be transparently known. The broadcasters may no
longer declare a-la-carte rates for non-CAS cable sector and some have
even withdrawn their a-la-carte rates for their channels which are
already declared by them in accordance with the impugned tariff order
even though others may not do so because of the ‘”status quo” order
passed by the Hon’ ble Supreme Court in the appeal filed by TRAI. If the
broadcasters do not offer their channels on a-la-carte basis in the nonCAS sector and do not declare the a-la-carte and bouquet prices of their
channels, the non-CAS cable distribution platform, the DTH operators
will not know in a transparent manner the non-CAS rates of bouquets
and individual channels (particularly those introduced after 26th
December, 2003) which would have enabled them to arrive at 50% rates
of these for DTH platform. This will undermine the viability of DTH
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service, thus reducing competition for Cable TV and consequently
affecting the DTH subscribers as well as digitalization of the sector as a
whole.
b). The impugned tariff amendment order provided the ceiling based on
habitations and number of pay channels provided by the service
providers to the consumers. The order also had provisions of freezing the
prices for the consumers that existed as on 01.12.07 within the
permitted ceiling. The consumers subscribing to cable TV services after
01.12.07 were protected by the ceiling prescribed by the tariff
amendment order. With the setting aside of the said order, the habitation
wise ceilings for non-CAS cable TV subscribers no longer exist except to
the extent of protection under the “status quo” order passed by the Hon’
-ble Supreme Court. DTH being in competition with cable TV services,
the DTH retail prices although under forbearance, were perforce of the
non-CAS tariff regime under the Tariff Order dated 4.10.2007, found to
be comparable with the cable TV ceilings for reasons of competition. With
the ceilings in non-CAS areas having ceased, the retail tariff in DTH may
also increase.
c). With the setting aside of the order, about 95 out of the 129 pay
channels and their bouquets which have come after 26.12.03 will be out
of purview of effective tariff regulation and, therefore, a tendency on the
part of the broadcasters to increase the rates of channels and bouquets
introduced subsequent to the cut off date of 26.12.03. can not be ruled
out. This in turn, may have its effect on the content cost for the DTH
platform.
TRAI has filed a statutory appeal in Hon’ble Supreme Court against
the judgment dated 15.01.09 of Hon’ble TDSAT, and the same is
pending.
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CHAPTER III: ISSUES RAISED BY M/S. TATA SKY LTD.

3.1

As already mentioned in Chapter – I, the Authority has initiated

the present consultation process in order to comply with the directions of
the Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court as per their judgment dated
21st August, 2008 and the order passed on 9th December, 2008 while
disposing of C.M. No. 18017 of 2008 in W.P. No. 16097 of 2007. The
Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court gave a direction to the Authority
that “…in case the petitioners file a comprehensive representation before
the TRAI within two weeks from today, the respondents shall decide the
same within a period of six weeks thereafter and while deciding the
representation, all aspects as raised in the present writ petition as also in
the representation would be considered by the competent authority.”
3.2

M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. have only filed a copy of their earlier

representation dated 18th March, 2008 and requested the Authority for
treating the same as a fresh representation in the context of the above
order. The representation received from M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. is annexed as
Annexure – V to this consultation paper. M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. have sought
regulatory intervention to fix content tariffs for DTH in line with tariff
fixation for similar addressable systems like CAS. M/s. Tata Sky Ltd.
have raised the issue of level playing field conditions for DTH platform. It
has been stated by M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. that in order to develop the
capacity to cater to the divergent demands of consumers, at reasonable
affordable prices, a DTH operator requires the following essential
requisites:•

Availability of popular content at reasonable prices.

•

Flexibility to DTH operator to package popular content for mass
scale consumption.
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•

Flexibility to package channels of different broadcasters and
maximizing choice to the consumers

3.3

M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. have also pointed out the difference between

the CAS rate and the then DTH RIO rate of ETC Punjabi channel in their
representation. It has been submitted by M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. that a-lacarte prices now offered in the DTH RIOs are substantially higher than
the existing prices being offered to DTH platforms prior to the RIOs. M/s.
Tata Sky Ltd. have claimed that availability of same/ similar content at
different prices on different distribution platforms is a facet of
discriminatory pricing. It has been claimed that consequence of the RIO
would result in higher cost to a DTH subscriber.
3.4

M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. have compared DTH service with addressable

cable TV services in CAS areas and claimed that the fundamental
attributes of both the systems are similar. M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. have
alleged that absence of wholesale content tariff regulation for DTH
platform is creating a significant entry barrier for DTH and also creating
pricing and packaging disadvantages vis-à-vis CAS operators.
3.5

The directions of Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court as

recorded in the order passed on 9th December, 2008 while disposing of
C.M. No. 18017 of 2008 in W.P. No. 16097 of 2007 require the Authority
to consider all aspects as raised in the Writ Petition as also in the
representation to be filed by M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. A copy of the Writ
Petition filed by M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. is annexed as Annexure – II to this
consultation paper.
3.6

In the Writ Petition, M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. had sought issue of

directions to M/s. ETC. Punjabi and M/s. Zee Turner Ltd. to make
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available the ETC. Punjabi channel on the DTH platform of M/s. Tata
Sky Ltd. apart from seeking directions to the Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India to discharge its obligations under the TRAI Act to
ensure level playing field conditions including fixing content tariffs for
DTH and to ensure that similarly placed systems, namely CAS and DTH
are treated equally and viewers/ subscribers of these systems/ platforms
are not denied popular content, due to anti-competitive practices or
otherwise.
3.7

M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. have raised the issue of level playing field

between the two addressable platforms, namely CAS and DTH. A
reference has also been made to para 5.26 of CAS tariff order dated 31st
August, 2006 wherein, it was, inter alia, stated that the prices on two
addressable platforms should normally be same, if other conditions are
uniform. The issue of offering of channels by the broadcasters only in the
form of bouquets has also been raised in the petition. M/s. Tata Sky Ltd.
have also referred to the observation of Hon’ble TDSAT in the case of
M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. Vs. M/s. Zee Turner Ltd. in its order dated 31.3.2007
stating that TRAI should come out with price fixation and regulation as
early as possible. M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. have alleged that non availability of
ETC. Punjabi channel on the DTH platform of M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. is
contrary to the mandate of Interconnection Regulations.
3.8

It has also been alleged in the petition that the amendment dated

3rd September, 2007 to the Interconnection Regulations and the Quality
of Service Regulations for DTH issued on 31st August, 2007 do not
address the issues raised in the petition and do not facilitate level
playing field conditions.
3.9

The petition states that the regulator should have taken into

account the ground realities of vertical monopoly in the industry and
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rampant under-declaration in the cable industry. It also referred to the
consultation paper dated March 2, 2007 and the fact that the issue of
DTH commercial pricing was not covered in the same.
3.10 To sum up, the request made by M/s. Tata Sky Ltd. in its
representation, is for fixation of wholesale rate of pay channels at Rs.
2.25 per channel per subscriber per month at par with CAS or 20% of
the prevailing “cable a-la-carte rate”, subject to an overall ceiling. It has
been further stated that an analysis of RIOs submitted by the
broadcasters clearly demonstrates the deployment and use of onerous
and unjustifiable conditions and exorbitant pricing.
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CHAPTER IV: OTHER RELEVANT ISSUES

4.1

A separate consultation process had been initiated by the

Authority by issue of a Consultation Paper on Interconnection Issues
relating to Broadcasting & Cable Services on 15th December, 2008. Some
of the issues relevant to fixation of DTH Tariff have been covered in the
said consultation paper. However, for sake of completeness, the
important issues are again being posed for consultation.
4.2 Tariff Component Issues: Determining the price of content of a TV
channel from the Regulator’s point of view is an extremely difficult task:
4.2.1 Content Cost: Carriage is largely significant in Telecom services
while both content and carriage play vital role in broadcasting and cable
services. Contents are vital to the popularity of a TV channel and hence
to the pricing of the channel. Content is basically a matter of personal
choice / taste which makes it subjective (hence complex) resulting in
varying viewership pattern of the same content by different viewers
across different regions, cultures and demography making it equally
complex to determine pricing of the content. Even similar channels, i.e,
of same genre are priced differently. Besides, a TV channel, say National
Geographic, may be shown in many countries with varying viewership
patterns,

thus

fetching

different

advertisement

and

subscription

revenues across the countries. This may further make it more difficult to
do country wise allocation of the content cost of a given international TV
channel.
4.2.2 Distribution Cost: Contents from broadcasters are carried to the
end consumers via distribution platforms (DTH operators or MSOs, the
latter with or without the involvement of intermediaries such as LCOs)
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each of which deploy technology / infrastructure / manpower, incurring
operational expenses, e.g, content aggregation & up linking to the
satellite transponder by broadcasters; down linking in the headend with
or without CAS (Conditional Access System) for encryption and SMS
(Subscriber Management System) for billing by MSOs who may serve
direct points or through LCOs employing cable distribution network
comprising cables and amplifiers. In case of DTH, the DTH operators
have to incur expenses relating to hiring of transponders, maintaining
the earth station, royalty for encryption system (CAS) and hiring of
technical personnel for carrying channels. The carriage facilitates wider
viewership across the country and increased potential for higher
advertising revenues despite limited transponder capacity which limits
the number of channels to be carried. This enables the DTH operators to
charge technical fee / carriage fee from the broadcasters because of
demand

supply

mismatch

(400

odd

channels

approved

by

the

Government while carriage capacity of the distribution platform is
limited). Similar phenomenon exist on analogue cable side due to limited
cable carrying capacity (about 90 channels in 860 Mhz band). Carriage /
placement / Technical fee is not limited to FTA channels alone and
sometimes the pay channel broadcasters also have to pay placement fees
to the distributors of TV channels. The issue of carriage fee needs to be
addressed / taken into account while determining tariff and is
accordingly dealt in para 4.4. All the infrastructure deployed (content
creation to content delivery to the end user) across the value chain is
installed, operated, maintained and managed by skilled manpower
adding a cost element to the tariff of TV channel. Service providers
provide support services to meet QoS regulations and provide quality
service to the end consumer (viz. call centers for grievance redressal,
recharge coupons facility for DTH prepaid, billing, collection, etc.), which
bring other cost factors into consideration.
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4.2.3 Taxes and Levies: Besides, there are government revenues from
the DTH service providers which comprise the following components:
a). License fee
b). Service Tax
c). Income Tax
The latter two are common to both DTH and cable distributor platforms.
Apart from these revenue streams, the Government also gets
customs / excise duties & income tax from Set top box manufacturers.
The State Governments also get entertainment tax from DTH Service
Providers.
Presently the license fee charged from DTH operator is 10% of the
gross revenue. Higher growth will lead to faster breakevens and
increasing collection of income tax.
4.2.4 DTH mode of delivery is the main source of competition to the
incumbent cable TV services. The popularity of DTH will depend on
whether it can provide service at par with the cable TV operations as well
as IPTV Service providers at comparable prices and with an acceptable
level of QoS. At present the cable TV services enjoy advantage vis-à-vis
DTH in terms of incumbency, initial investment by a consumer in
customer premises equipment, the subscription charges and taxation
policies etc. There is no license fee on cable TV operation whereas license
fee has to be paid by DTH operators. Further, in case of DTH since the
content is delivered through satellite, there is an associated high cost of
transponder lease, spectrum royalty and monitoring charges etc. Besides
the entry fee of Rs. 10/- crores, the DTH operator is also liable to pay
10% of its gross revenue as license fee to the government. However, there
is no intermediary between DTH operator and the end consumer,
whereas there is one intermediary, i.e, LCO, between MSO and the
subscriber. Thus, there are significant cost differentials between the two
modes of transmission through DTH and through Cable TV. However,
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there is increasing competition amongst the DTH Service Providers with
five pay DTH operators already in operation.
4.2.5 Further, in case of cable TV services, the government revenues also
suffer on account of non-realization of due taxes because of lack of
addressability, as there is no technological mechanism to ascertain the
correct number of subscribers in cable TV which is, for the most part,
analogue and unaddressable. The DTH services on the other hand are
subjected to multiple taxation which inter-alia includes service tax @
12.36%, entertainment tax at different rates by State governments and
VAT @ 12.5%. In addition, if license fee @ 10% is also added, the
cumulative taxation would come to a significant amount which leads to
high incidence of levies and taxes for DTH service. On the other hand,
the incidence of taxes and levies in cable TV are much less because of
two reasons. Firstly, there is no license fee payable by LCOs / MSOs.
Secondly, in the absence of addressability, there is always considerable
scope for evasion of taxes in the cable TV segment.
4.3 Tariff regulation for DTH : The impact of the tariff order for CAS
areas and the market developments in CAS have some, though limited, a
bearing on issues relating to DTH service as both are addressable
platforms. The DTH is emerging as an alternative to cable TV and there is
a certain degree of competition between CAS service providers and DTH
operators apart from competition existing in non-CAS areas.
A framework for regulating tariff, if found necessary, in the matter
of provision of DTH service in the country may comprise of fixing retail
tariffs for channels (pay and FTA ) and regulating the wholesale tariff of
pay channels. One way to do this is by mandating a revenue share
arrangement between broadcasters/ distributors and DTH operators and
regulating the commercial terms of supply of set top boxes to consumers.
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Need for regulating the wholesale tariffs of pay channels payable by
DTH operator to broadcasters and the retail tariff applicable at the
consumer end for such channels is to be viewed in the context of the
competitive environment prevalent in the market, the industry structure,
the present levels of penetration of the service, future potential for
penetration in rural and remote areas where the incumbent cable service
is yet to reach. In many parts of rural India, cable TV is yet to penetrate
and DTH service providing pay channels may be one such mode of
reaching the population in such areas. Any mandate of a-la-carte and its
pricing needs to be considered after taking into account the implications
for penetration in rural and remote parts of the country vis-à-vis benefit
to non-rural consumers of such a regulatory prescription. Further, DTH
mode of delivery is the main source of competition to the incumbent
cable TV services since large scale commercial launch of services like
IPTV are yet to take place covering the whole country. In most parts of
the country, the cable TV services are not required to be provided
through an addressable system. An addressable system has been
mandated for cable TV services in notified areas which is in a very
limited geographical area of the country, i.e.,in the four metropolitan
cities only.
The retail tariff payable by the consumer is invariably linked to
wholesale tariff payable by the DTH operator to the broadcasters /
distributors. DTH platform by virtue of being an inherently addressable
system, competitive play of market forces are likely to lead to discovery of
efficient prices in the market in the interest of all stakeholders. To what
extent this will become a reality particularly in non-CAS areas will
depend on the pace of penetration of DTH services. Interconnect
regulations already exist which mandate non-discriminatory provision of
channels to DTH operators.
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Some of the issues which may have a bearing on regulation
pertaining to regulation of DTH tariff are :
a) Whether tariff fixation should be based on genre of channels or in
general?
b) What should determine retail price and how it should be linked with
the wholesale price?
c) What should be the treatment of set-top boxes vis-à-vis CAS provisions
(detailed at para 4.8)?
d) Carriage fee extends the reach and hence the advertisement revenue
linked with the TV channel to the broadcaster. Thus carriage fee and
advertisement revenue be accounted for while determining retail and
whole tariffs (detailed at para 4.4)?
e) For TV channels being viewed across many countries, how to carry out
country wise cost allocation of such channels?

4.4 Carriage Fee
4.4

The issue of regulation of carriage fee was earlier raised for

consultation in the Consultation Paper on Interconnection Issues relating
to Broadcasting & Cable Services released on May 11, 2006. Even as the
Authority decided not to regulate carriage fee at that time, the matter
was discussed in detail in the Explanatory Memorandum to The
Telecommunication (Broadcasting and Cable Services) Interconnection
(Third Amendment) Regulation, 2006 issued on 4th September, 2006. The
relevant extracts of the Explanatory Memorandum are reproduced
below:“Carriage fee regulation
17.

Regulation of carriage fees has been opposed by all the multi

system operators as well as the Cable Operators Federation of India.
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It has been suggested that such regulation would lead to multiplicity
of disputes. Regulation of carriage fee in the present circumstances
is very difficult as it also implies regulation of positioning. In
different parts of the country, there are different viewership
patterns. The capacities of cable networks also vary a great deal.
Thus, the levels of carriage fee are different in different parts of the
country depending upon demand and supply gap. “
Presently, there are more than 6000 multi system operators, which follow
different systems of accounting. Payment of carriage fee is very often
done in cash or in kind. Thus, it is not easy to find out the actual
payments being made towards carriage fees.

The issue of carriage fee was also examined by the Authority in its
recommendations on issues relating to Broadcasting and Distribution of
TV channels on 1.10.2004. The Authority had observed that:“6.5 On the issue of ‘Must Carry of TV Channels’ the existing
scenario of capacity constraint in carrying signals in analogue mode
and its consequences of competition for space on the Cable Spectrum
has been kept in view. Since digitalisation is a long-term goal, no
fresh regulation on ‘Must Carry Obligations’ is proposed apart from
the ones already there in the Cable Act and Rules. As and when
capacity is augmented the ‘must carry’ regulation will be introduced.
For the present therefore there will be no regulation on carriage
charges.”
In its recommendations on Digitalisation of Cable Television dated
September 14, 2005, the Authority had recommended that licencing
should be introduced for offering of digital services after a cut-off date. It
was also recommended that the licences for digital service should have
only a provision for non-discriminatory carriage of channels on the basis
of the existing DTH licence conditions which require that the licensee
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shall provide access to various content providers/channels on a non
discriminatory basis.”
The issue of regulation of carriage fee was posed as one of the issues for
consultation in the consultation paper on interconnection issues relating
to broadcasting & cable services issued by the Authority on December
15, 2008. Based on the inputs received during the consultation process
the authority tentatively decided on the amendments to be made in the
Interconnection Regulations. However, considering the importance of
these amendments, the Authority placed the draft Telecommunication
(Broadcasting and Cable Services) Interconnection (Fifth Amendment)
Regulation, 2009 on its website for a second round of consultation. The
draft

Telecommunication

(Broadcasting

and

Cable

Services)

Interconnection (Fifth Amendment) Regulation, 2009 does not introduce
any provisions to regulate carriage fee, except for a provision restricting
applicability of clause 3.2 of the Interconnect Regulation such that a
distributor of TV channels is barred from seeking signals in terms of
clause 3.2 of the Interconnect Regulation from a broadcaster for those
channels in respect of which carriage fee is being demanded by the
distributor of TV channels from the broadcaster.
4.5

In 2006, the DTH platforms were having very small subscriber

base and were hardly in a position to demand payment of Carriage Fee.
However, the combined subscriber base of the pay DTH operators as at
the end of December 2008 was about 10 Million. Thus, the DTH
platforms have made an impressive beginning. Moreover, the number of
channels registered under the downlinking guidelines has also increased
substantially. Therefore, the DTH operators are now in a position to
demand Carriage Fee.
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4.6

The DTH operators have to incur expenses relating to hiring of

transponders, maintaining the Earth Station, royalty for encryption
system (Conditional Access System) and hiring of technical personnel.
These expenses are directly attributable to the number of channels
(including FTA channels) carried by the platform. The Broadcasters of
channels carried by a DTH platform benefit from wider reach of their
channels across the country and the potential for higher advertising
revenues is large. This is coupled with limited transponder capacity
available with the DTH operators. Hence, the DTH operators charge
Technical Fee/ Carriage Fee from the broadcasters. Even Doordarshan is
charging such a fee from Broadcasters for carrying the channels on its
Free To Air DTH service, which is presently Rs. 60 lakh per annum per
channel.
4.7

Some of the broadcasters have now complained that while the

broadcasters are required to provide signals of their TV channels on nondiscriminatory terms to all DTH operators in view of Clause 3.2 of the
Interconnect Regulations, there is no corresponding obligation on the
DTH Operators to carry such TV channels without charging carriage fee.
It has also been alleged that the DTH Operators are demanding higher
and higher carriage fees for carrying the signals of TV channels.

4.8 Comparison of DTH with CAS
4.8

Any comparison of DTH platform with the CAS platform needs also

to take into account the differences between the two platforms. Although
both DTH and CAS are addressable platforms, the cable network in CAS
areas mandatorily carries ‘basic service tier’ of minimum thirty free to air
channels in unencrypted mode as mandated by the Cable Television
Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995. Thus, any viewer who is interested in
watching only basic service tier is not required to use any Set Top Box
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with his television set. However, in case of DTH service, a viewer is
required to use a Set Top Box along with a dish antenna to receive the
signals. This requirement is there even for watching the Free To Air DTH
service of Doordarshan. Therefore, the freedom available to the cable
consumer in a CAS notified area to view only FTA channels without
incurring expenditure on a set top box is not available to a DTH
customer.
4.9

The second major difference is regarding a-la-carte choice of

channels to subscribers. While the regulatory framework for CAS has
mandated provision of pay channels to subscribers on a-la-carte basis,
there is no such stipulation for DTH service at present. Provision of
channels to subscribers on a-la-carte basis or otherwise can be
managed only through subscriber management and conditional access
systems of the distributor of TV channels (CAS/ DTH as the case may
be). The DTH operators have already deployed their subscriber
management and conditional access systems and these are already
functional. None of the DTH operators is providing a-la-carte choice to its
subscribers at present.
4.10 The third major difference between CAS and DTH platforms is
regarding the standard tariff packages for Set Top Boxes. While the Multi
System Operators/ Cable Operators in CAS areas are required to
compulsorily offer both the options of standard tariff package for renting
of Set Top Boxes, no such standard tariff package for set top boxes has
been prescribed in case of DTH.
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CHAPTER V: ISSUES FOR CONSULTATION
5.1

The background to the issues relating to tariff regulation for DTH

services on which comments of the stakeholders are to be solicited have
been discussed in detail in the preceding chapters. The specific issues for
consultation are listed in this chapter. While an attempt has been made
to discuss all the issues raised in the writ petition filed by M/s. Tata Sky
Ltd. as also in the representation dated March 12, 2008 filed by M/s.
Tata Sky Ltd., the stakeholders may also send their comments on any
other issue raised in the writ petition or the representation dated March
12, 2008 which should also have been covered according to them.

5.2 Tariff fixation for DTH services
5.2.1

Whether there is a need to fix tariff for DTH?

5.2.2

If yes, whether tariff regulation should be at wholesale level or at
retail level or both, i.e., whether tariff should be regulated
between broadcasters and DTH operators or between DTH
operators and subscribers or at both the levels?

5.2.3

Whether tariff regulation for DTH at wholesale level should be in
terms of laying down some relationship between the prices of
channels/ bouquets for non-addressable platforms and the prices
of such channels/ bouquets for DTH platform? If yes, then what
should be the relationship between the prices of channels/
bouquets for non-addressable platforms and the prices of such
channels/ bouquets for DTH platform? The basis for prescribing
the relationship may also be explained.

5.2.4

Whether tariff regulation for DTH at wholesale level should be in
terms of fixation of prices for different bouquets/ channels? If
yes, then the prices for different bouquets/ channels may be
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suggested. The methodology adopted for arriving at the prices for
such bouquets/ channels may also be elucidated. Further, the
methodology to fix price for a new pay channel may also be given.
5.2.5

Whether retail regulation of DTH tariff should be in terms of
maximum retail prices of various channels or is there any other
way of regulating DTH tariff at retail level?

5.2.6

In case DTH tariff is to be regulated at both wholesale and retail
levels, then what should be the relationship between the
wholesale and retail tariff?

5.3 Comparison with CAS
5.3.1

Whether the basic features of tariff order dated 31st August, 2006
for cable services in CAS areas, namely fixing of ceiling for
maximum retail prices of pay channels, at the level of the
subscriber fixing of ceiling for basic service tier and standard
tariff packages for renting of Set Top Boxes should be made
applicable to DTH services also?

5.3.2

Whether the ceiling for maximum retail prices of pay channels for
DTH should be the same as laid down for cable services in CAS
areas?

5.3.3

Whether DTH operators should be mandated to provide a basic
service tier of FTA channels and if so, what mechanism should be
adopted by DTH operators to provide the service of unencrypted
Basic Service Tier, which is available in CAS areas without
having to invest in a Set Top Box?

5.3.4

Whether the DTH operators should be required to make available
the pay channels on a-la-carte basis to the subscribers as the
cable operators are required to do in the CAS areas?

5.3.5

Whether standard tariff packages for renting of Set Top Boxes
should also be prescribed for DTH operators?
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5.4 Other Relevant Issues
5.4.1

Whether the carriage fee charged by the DTH operators from the
Broadcasters should also be regulated? If yes, then what should
be the methodology of regulation?

5.4.2

Whether any ceiling on carriage fee needs to be prescribed? If yes,
then whether the ceiling should be linked with the subscriber
base of the DTH operator or should it be same for all DTH
operators?

5.4.3

Comments may also be offered on the prayers made in the writ
petition of M/s Tata Sky Ltd.
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CHAPTERVI:

NEW

ISSUES

REFERENCE

ON
FROM

DTH

UNDER

MINISTRY

OF

INFORMATION AND BROADCASTING

The Government of India have requested for the recommendations of
TRAI on the

following new issues related to Direct-To-Home

services under their reference letter D.O. No. 8/5/2006-BP&L dated
02.02.2009. The new issues under reference are as follows:

i) Provisioning of new services like Movie-on-Demand, Video-onDemand, Pay-per-View, Value added Services/ Interactive
services, Advertisements on DTH service platform.

ii) Carriage of radio channels on DTH platform

Since a decision on these issues will impact a wide range of
stakeholders, it has been considered necessary to include these in
this Consultation Paper. Thus the Authority would have the benefit
of the views of stakeholders before it gives its recommendations to
the Government.
Here, Part 6.1 deals with the issues related to “Provisioning of new
services on DTH platform” while Part 6.2 deals with the issues
related to “ Carriage of radio channels on DTH platform”.
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6.1: Provisioning of new services on DTH platform
6.1.1 It has been observed that some of the DTH operators are providing
services like Movie-on-Demand, Video-on-Demand, Pay-per-View,
Near Video-on-Demand, etc. These services are available when any
active subscriber sends a request through a SMS or a telephone
call or Internet and is authorized, in turn, for viewing the
requested content at predetermined time on assigned channels.
Further, some DTH service providers are offering services such as
Active stories, Active Sports, Active Whizkids, Active Learning,
Active Matrimony, Active games, Active Cooking, Active Astrology,
ICICI Active, News active, etc.
6.1.2 Such a set of services has come under reference from the Ministry
of Information and Broadcasting vide D.O. letter no. 8/5/2006BP&L dated 02.02.2009. Therefore, recommendations or comments
with respect to these kind of services have not been dealt with in
previous instances.
6.1.3 As these services mentioned above are relatively new in nature,
issues have been raised in the Ministry’s reference with respect to
such services being in consonance with the existing provisions of
DTH license, Uplinking and Downlinking Guidelines, restrictions
on cross holding and adherence to Program Code (PC) and
Advertisement Code (AC). As such these “channels” or the services
through DTH platform are not currently approved as a TV channel
registered with the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting as
per the Uplinking and Downlinking Guidelines.
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6.1.4 Here, it is pertinent to mention the relevant provisions of the
prevalent regulatory mechanism. As per Article 6.7 of the schedule
to the DTH license agreement “ no licensee shall carry or include in
his DTH service any television broadcast or channel which has not
been registered by the Central Government for being viewed within
the territory of India.”
As per Article 10 of the Schedule to the license agreement “ the
DTH facility shall not be used for other modes of communication,
including voice, fax, data, communication, Internet etc. unless
specific license for these value-added services has been obtained
from the competent authority.”
Article 1.4 of the DTH license agreement provides a restriction on
cross holding as follows:
“The Licensee shall not allow Broadcasting companies and/or Cable
Network Companies to collectively hold or own more than 20% of the
total paid up equity in its company at any time during the license
period.”
6.1.5 In view of the above situation, the following issues are posed for
comments of the various stakeholders:
a)

Whether Movie-On-demand, Video-on-Demand, Pay-perview or other Value added services such as Active Stories
should be recognized as a broadcast TV channel?
It is well accepted that these services are of a recent origin. In
principle, these types of services not only provide the choice of
content according to target subscriber base but also extend
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the mechanism to provision of such services as and when so
demanded or desired. This kind of flexibility is welcome on
account of service personalisation on 24 X 7 basis with a
simple approach to indicate the choice and subscribe. These
also help in fully exploiting the addressability features of DTH
platform.
There is one view that content provision lies in the sphere of
the broadcasters. If this view is accepted, then, introduction of
these services under the control and ownership of a DTH
operator may appear to be in contravention of the existing
DTH license provisions. However another view is that these
are not conventional TV channels, and that these are value
added services that utilize the interactivity features of a DTH
platform. A final view would be taken depending upon the
outcome of the consultation process.
b) In case these are termed as broadcast TV channels, then
how could the apparent violation of DTH license provision
(Article 6.7, Article 10 and Article 1.4), Uplinking and
Downlinking guidelines be dealt with so that availability of
new content to consumer does not suffer for want of
supporting regulatory provisions?
In case a view is taken that these services and channels
carrying them are broadcast channels, then this content
would be open for further distribution on non-exclusive basis
under the ‘must provide’ clause of Interconnection Regulation.
Additionally, all services as channelized would need to be
provided with specific permission for Uplink/ Downlink
guidelines, registration of channels and, amendments to the
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cross ownership norms. Moreover, if such content has been
developed for exclusive distribution to a known set of
subscribers, such exclusivity may cease to exist under ‘must
provide’ clause.

c) What should be the regulatory approach in order to
introduce these services or channels while keeping the
subscriber interest and suggested alterations in DTH
service operations and business model?
One approach may be that each DTH operator obtains
requisite permissions to offer such services and these services
are not treated as broadcasting channels but merely as value
added services. Another approach could be to provide
stipulated transition time to all existing DTH operators to
hive-off such services into separate and independent entities
treating such entities as broadcasters, which are then subject
to general policy of must provide a non-discriminatory offering
of channels. Comments may be offered on any other kind of
regulatory framework.

d) In case these are not termed as broadcast TV channels,
then how could such a channel be prevented from
assuming the role of a traditional TV channel? How could
bypassing

of

regulatory

provisions-

Uplinking/

Downlinking, Programme Code, and Advertisement Code
be prevented?
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If these services or channels are not termed as broadcast
channels, then this content will have to be delivered to the
specific set of subscribers only at their choice. In such a case,
all subscription packages to the subscribers may need to
present an option where any subscriber is free to choose the
offer with or without these services. The responsibility for
Programme Code and Advertisement Code may have to be cast
upon the DTH operator, except where content has been
certified by competent agencies such as Censor Board etc.
Suggestions may also be offered on appropriate definition of
such value added services, if they have to be treated as
distinct from conventional TV channels.
The number of such services may grow each day and
therefore, periodic review may be required.

e)

Whether it should be made mandatory for each case of a
new Value added service to seek permission before
distribution of such value added service to subscribers? Or
whether automatic permission be granted for new services
on the basis that the services may be asked to be
discontinued if so becomes necessary in the subscribers’
interest or in general public interest or upon other
considerations such as security of state, public order,
etc.?
With the development of technology, many new services
targeting the specific subscriber base may be offered with the
preferred mode of service delivery based on a request made
through SMS, e-mail, phone call, internet or even through 240

way interactivity. It may be impractical to grant permissions
for each minor addition or modification. The permissions may
have to be granted in principle for the first time proposal
against a set of similar services or channels and be extended
universally to subsequent proposals on similar lines. Another
proposal regarding automatic permission may be to allow only
post-facto reporting after the commencement of service.
f)

In view of above, what amendments shall be required in
the present DTH license conditions and Uplink/ Downlink
guidelines?
Views may be offered regarding possible amendments required
in both the scenarios, i.e., when these services are treated as
normal broadcast channels, and alternatively, when they are
not treated so.

g)

How could the selling of advertisement space on DTH
channels or Electronic Program Guide (EPG) or with Value
added Service by DTH operators be regulated so that
cross-holding restrictions are not violated. In this view, a
DTH operator may become a broadcaster technically once
the DTH operator independently transmits advertisement
content which is not provided by any broadcaster. How
could the broadcaster level responsibility for adherence to
Program code and Advertisement Code be shifted to a DTH
operator, in case the operator executes the sale and
carriage of advertisements?
In general, advertisements also denote content meant for the
subscribers. Traditionally, it has been the domain of the
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broadcasters that supply them along with the program feed. A
DTH operator only carries such content in the form of
encrypted signals. The issue is linked with the first question
and may be considered accordingly.
h)

Traditionally advertisements as well as program content
fall in the domain of the Broadcasters. In case, DTH
operator shares the right to create, sale and carry the
advertisement on his platform, then the channels are
necessarily distinguished on the basis of who has provided
the advertisement with the same program feed. In what
way any potential demand to supply clean feed without
advertisement by a DTH operator be attended to (by a
broadcaster)? Should ‘must provide’ provision of the
Interconnect Regulation be reviewed, in case supply of
clean feed is considered necessary?
This is an additional issue that becomes relevant once a DTH
operator is permitted to carry its own exclusive content with
the locally inserted advertisement in the same feed. Another
combination may also appear when content belonging to
regular

broadcaster

channel

is

demanded

without

advertisements. In such a scenario, a possibility may arise
where a DTH operator wishes to have advertisement free clean
program feed from the broadcaster and delivers it finally to the
subscribers with its own procured advertisements. Comments
are also invited on whether such an arrangement would
require review of “ must provide’ clause in Interconnection
Regulation.
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6.2: Radio channels on DTH services
6.2.1

The carriage of Radio channels is not explicitly envisaged with
respect to DTH license conditions and guidelines. There are at
present two accepted modes of radio channel transmission.
These are as follows:
a.

Terrestrial Radio Services: AIR channels are made
available through terrestrial transmission and reception
by using Amplitude Modulation (AM) or Frequency
Modulation (FM). Moreover, the private FM radio channels
and community radio are available in some areas across
the country under permission granted by the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting.

b.

Satellite Radio services: The Satellite Radio Policy under
formulation indicates registration process for satellite
radio channels to be carried through Satellite Radio
transmission and receiver system. It may carry All India
Radio (AIR) channels, non-AIR channels or private
channels for reception by subscribers.

However, some DTH operators are now providing radio
broadcasts also.
6.2.2

Such a set of services has come under reference from the
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting vide D.O. letter no.
8/5/2006-BP&L

dated

02.02.2009.

Therefore,

recommendations or comments with respect to these kinds
of services have not been dealt with in previous instances.
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6.2.3

As these services mentioned above are relatively new in
nature, issues have been raised in the Ministry’s reference
with respect such services being in consonance with the
existing

provisions

of

DTH

license,

Uplinking

and

Downlinking Guidelines, restrictions on cross holding and,
adherence to Program Code (PC) and Advertisement Code
(AC).
6.2.4 In view of the above, the following issues may be posed for
consultation:
a. Whether carriage of radio channels by a DTH operator
be permitted? Should such permission cover all kind of
radio channels to be carried?
TV signals are audio-video in nature while radio signals are
audio

in

nature.

This

results

in

lower

bandwidth

requirement for carriage of radio signals and simpler
reception equipments. It will provide radio content to DTH
subscribers as well. At the same time, option of carriage of
radio signals may not add any significant burden on the
carrier capacity and of transponder bandwidth. At present,
these radio channels are being broadcast for free by FM
radio operators except in the case of Satellite Radio service
provider i.e. World Space.
b. In case this is permitted, whether DTH license, Uplink/
Downlink guidelines, Conflict of business interests
conditions with existing radio system operators, should
be amended keeping in view, the incumbent or new
DTH operators?
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c.

If

so,

what

changes

are

needed

in

the

existing

regulatory provisions so that the general policy of must
provide and a non-discriminatory offering of channels
be extended to between radio channels and DTH
operators?
For b) & c) above:
At

present,

the

“must

provide”

policy

and

non-

discriminatory offering of channels under Interconnection
Regulations cover TV channels. A view will have to taken
whether it needs to be extended to cover radio broadcast
also.
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CWP No. 16097 of 2007

(1)

IN THE HIGH COURT OF PUNJAB & HARYANA AT
CHANDIGARH
CWP No. 16097 of 2007
Date of decision: August 21, 2008

Tata Sky and another

---

Petitioners

Versus
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India and others
---- Respondents

CORAM: Hon'ble Mr. Justice Ashutosh Mohunta
Hon'ble Mr. Justice Rajan Gupta
Present:

Mr. Gopal Jain, Advocate, with
Mr. Akshay Bhan, Advocate,
for the petitioners.
Mr. Anil Rathee, Advocate, for
respondent No.1.
Mr. Ashok Aggarwal, Sr. Advocate, with
Mr. Manish Jain, Advocate, for
respondents No. 2 & 3.
Mr. PS Thiara, Advocate, for
respondent No. 4.

Ashutosh Mohunta, J.
This Court vide order dated March 11, 2008 directed the
petitioners to move an application with regard to price fixation before
the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India ( for short “the TRAI”) and
the same was to be decided within a period of eight weeks.
Counsel for the petitioners submits that

period of 8

weeks as granted by this Court has already expired, but no order
has been passed by the TRAI.

CWP No. 16097 of 2007
Mr.

(2)

Rathee, counsel for the TRAI states that the

representation of the petitioners has been decided vide order dated
May 12, 2008 and, therefore, no further orders are required to be
passed.
In reply to this submission, Mr. Jain learned counsel for
the petitioners submits that the order dated May 12, 2008 was merely
rejection of the representation of the petitioners and not an order
regarding fixing of price within the meaning of Section 11(2) of the
TRAI Act, 1997 with regard to the price of the DTH Industry.
In this view of the matter, we direct the petitioners to file
fresh comprehensive representation before the TRAI within ten days
from today and an appropriate order, as envisaged under Section
11(2 )of the TRAI Act shall be passed by the competent authority
within a period of six weeks thereafter.

Before passing the said

order, the competent authority shall afford an opportunity of hearing
the petitioners and all other affected parties.
The writ petition stands disposed of accordingly.
Copy of the order be given dasti under signatures of
Court Secretary.

[Ashutosh Mohunta]
Judge
[Rajan Gupta]
Judge
August 21, 2008
`ask'

CM No. 18017 of 2008
in
CWP No. 16097 of 2007
IN THE HIGH COURT OF PUNJAB & HARYANA AT
CHANDIGARH.
Date of order : December 9, 2008
Tata Sky & another

---

Petitioners

Versus
Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India & others
----

Respondents

CORAM: Hon'ble Mr. Justice Ashutosh Mohunta
Hon'ble Mr. Justice Rajan Gupta
Present:

Mr. A.K.Chopra, Sr. Advocate,with
Mr. Gopal Jain, Ms. Rupa Pathania &
Mr. Akshay Bhan, Advocates, for the petitioners.
Mr. Anil Rathee, Advocate, with
Mr. Vikas Mehta, Advocate, for
respondent No.1.
Mr. Manish Jain, Advocate, for
respondents No.2 & 3.

Ashutosh Mohunta, J (Oral).
This order shall be read in conjunction with the order
dated August 21, 2008.
The petitioners have filed this application for clarification
of the order dated August 21, 2008.
Counsel for the petitioners submits that while directing
the petitioners to file a comprehensive representation before the
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) within ten days from
the date of passing of the order, this Court did not mention that an

CM No. 18017 of 2008
in
CWP No. 16097 of 2007
appropriate tariff order on DTH content price, as envisaged under
Section 11(2) of the TRAI Act,

be passed

by the competent

authority. The petitioners pray that the words “Tariff order on DTH
content price” be added in the order dated August 21, 2008.
Counsel for the petitioners admits that despite specific
directions passed by this Court for filing a comprehensive
representation before the TRAI, no such representation has been
filed by them till date.
Mr. Rathee appearing for the respondents, however,
submits that all the questions raised in the writ petition as well as in
the representation, which may be filed by the petitioners, would be
considered by the respondents.
The aforementioned statement has been made on the
basis of instructions from Sh. Rakesh Gupta, Joint Adviser, TRAI,
who is present in Court.
In view of the above,

we dispose of the present

application with a direction that in case the petitioners file a
comprehensive representation before the TRAI within two weeks
from today, the respondents shall decide the same within a period of
six weeks thereafter and while deciding the representation, all
aspects as raised in the present writ petition as also in the
representation would be considered by the competent authority.
Copy of the order be given dasti.

[Ashutosh Mohunta]
Judge
[Rajan Gupta]
Judge
December 9, 2008
`ask'
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